In a previous paper 1 we treated the ion optical properties of inhomogeneous magnetic sector fields with oblique incidence and exit at curved boundaries. The axial focusing action exerted by the stray fields when the boundaries are oblique, represented by the expressions (30) in the quoted paper \ was taken into account in the coefficients o} , Zj , which determine the axial component of the ion trajectories. [See expressions (31) in K] However, the first order axial focusing effect of the stray fields with oblique incidence, also influences the coefficients M33 , Mm , A/44, A33 , , and Ni4 of (19) in 1 . When calculating the ion trajectory in a double focusing tandem arrangement, this influence was accounted for by LIEBL and EWALD 2 , and by WACHSMUTH, LIEBL and EWALD 3 , by adding a term proportional with tan £ in their expression (2) for their parameter P. However, in the general expressions (20) - (22) for the second order aberrations outside the median plane in another previous paper 4 , this first order influence of the stray fields with oblique incidence is still to be accounted for. Therefore, it seems the most sensible way to do so, by dropping the term proportional to tan e' in P, and incorporating the effect in the corresponding coefficients vi. These read now, instead of (22) - (23) 33a = A*33a ? /'33b = /*34a = /"33b -2 /<33a t , ^ A'33c = £ A'34b = /'44a = fi33c -/733b t + fl fia t' 2 , ''33a = f'33a + /^33a t" ;
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With (1) and (2), the expressions (20) -(22) in 4 are correct also for oblique incidence. Secondly, it should be remarked, that the simple expression (44) in 1 for the second order angular aberration in a symmetric arrangement, applies only for the case of normal incidence and exit at either plane or curved boundaries. In the symmetrical case with oblique boundaries (either plane or curved) the coefficient Au of the second order angular aberration may be reduced to:
with the abbreviations: 
